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About riverrun
Who started riverrun and when?
The UCCS Student Literary and Arts Journal, riverrun, began in 1971 when Dr. C. Kenneth Pellow became the first faculty advisor. The first riverrun journal was published during that year, but
it did not become an annual tradition at UCCS until the 1980s. For the last 40 years, it has been
published and circulated at the end of every Spring semester, and showcases the fiction, poetry,
nonfiction, and art created by UCCS students.
Why “riverrun”?
Dr. Pellow and his first group of students decided to name the journal riverrun in honor of the
first word in James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake. The book’s innovative style of combining words and
reinventing the English language represents the paradoxical necessities of merging differences and
change continuously. The book is also written cyclically, with the very last line feeding back into
the book’s opening word, which implies that both convergence with and divergence from the
norm are vital for survival.
How is it published?
The journal is made possible through the funding provided by the UCCS Student Government
Association. Published each Spring, riverrun generally accepts submissions in the Fall of each
year. For more information, please contact the UCCS English Department, or visit the website at:
http://www.uccs.edu/student-activities/riverrun.html
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Dear Reader

Some of you have never heard of riverrun, and for others, this is one of several issues you have
seen published. For those of you for whom this is the first, thank you for your interest in our issue.
The circular story of Finnegans Wake, for which this journal was named, is a metaphor for the
university life cycle—as one student’s academic career ends, another begins. This journal provides
a platform for students to leave their mark, one that can be enjoyed by future generations of
students long after their careers come to an end.
To honor this metaphor in the 45th edition, we prioritized a grassroots, student-centered objective. As far as our editorial team was concerned, riverrun is a service to the student body and
must, therefore, always have the students’ interests at the heart and soul of this publication. We
wanted to showcase this in Volume 45 through its welcoming color scheme and raw and honest
content. When we were selecting submissions, we included those pieces that illustrated a sort of
truth that mimics life—because what else is art if not a reflection of life?
We hope we were successful in bringing the students to the forefront of the book. This book
would not be here without these talented students who were willing to be vulnerable enough to
show their intimate work to the world. We recognize that was not easy, and we
humbly thank you for your participation. We hope this collection is worth your effort.

Sincerely,
Maximiliano Llamas and Julien DePolo, Editors-in-Chief
Sebastian Raney, Design Editor
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poetry

“Poetry is the art of uniting pleasure
with truth.”
Samuel Johnson
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Introduction
Poetry is not bound by the same rules of grammar, form, or function as other literary works. As such, the impact of a poem will be felt
differently from person to person. Acknowledging that subjectivity, good
poetry evokes emotion within the reader and challenges us to find meaning deeper than the words that appear on the page. Poetry is art in its
most distilled form, dancing with the illusions of the mind and transporting us to a different place, time or life outside of our own.
The poems in this journal offer unique and thought-provoking
perspectives. Some of the poetic images or metaphors in these poems tug
on our emotions as readers. We find others to be particularly culturally or
politically relevant. And still others provide an interesting form that we, as
readers, find especially effective.

“Poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings: it takes
its origin from emotion recollected in tranquility.”
- William Wordsworth
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Flora / Fauna
For Mason Wheatly
Hans Cox
Voices, coming, search out niches;
They are not yet. They are coming.
Tree holds light and bird-light wings,
Leaves; would take off if not rooted—
If not grasping for its life.
Salamanders, in the duff, are dragons
To the ant; the ant is monstrous,
It towers over the dust–huge,
Blown to the blinking human eye.
The jay says: “Voices come;
Run. The foxes’ caverns in the woods
Are risked; words haunt the owl-quiet.”
A tit peeps at the phase-shift howl
Of jets, silver before white tails.
Hooves boom; the ant is crushed.
If all were well, if all were well...
If all could be play and performance
And not over-sated digging
Into “pay-dirt...” A nuclear machine
Stands idly by the tree by the road,
Power forgone, atoms for peace
Useless in desolation, the wreak
Of fissures in the fabric of Being,
Of holes in the Earth for avarice,
Abetted by plenitude and terror-war,
By warheads and spy-eyes, aluminum,
Carbon-fiber and Kevlar armor,

By Dragon Skin, ever needful
Violence even in the ghosts
That traipse unseen through wooded lands,
Along the waters running, along Lethe.
Give away the world of production,
The standing lie; abstain from lust
Of gamesmen working through the playtime.
What can we learn from the ant—but that
We are not the ants; what
From the un-toiling lily of the field,
The violet, who walked between the violet
And green, and green, and green? Bloodless
Florilegiae, too, blood-let
By thorn, poison in defense;
Earth-air, overcoming—or expiring,
“What must overcome itself;”
The lily of the valley is evil,
Beauty human. If all would just
“Be well”; but the lure is strong...
The one question that bites and catches,
The one question that’s lasted, unanswered,
That birthed drama (now a cheap pejorative)—
The question is what drives us, some of us,
And who answers begins the world for a time
Until it sinks back, to those gamesmen
And “necessity,” and “what must be done or
else.”
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Who among us have the courage to play,
In the minefield of blame and attribution?
Who will restart the world, ever-ending,
Ever returning to dust, ever dying,
Ever guttering flame, ever denied?
Who would give the lie, give the lie!
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The Fox with the Crown of Thorns
AnnMelissa Woofter
She was a bird, a Pheasant fair
A frail, wounded friend under my care.
I was a Fox—
Cold, winter-starved
Upon my feral heart, her name was carved.

The Dove
with mourning winter song
Would never in this realm belong
I tore
his presence
from the air

He was a Dove
Who caught her eye
With mourning caw and saddened cry.
A passing shadow bittersweet,
A flurry of wings and tender meat.

With eager bites I took my share.
I did this for me
For her
For us
I did this for him
For love
For lust

She wanted for his heart of gold
to bring him near into her fold.
I wanted him for famine pain,
A bitter pang of lust, arcane.
I watched him cross the sky each morn
His gaze downcast
his soul forlorn
He wanted not a friend or mate—
Still Pheasant dreamed of kinder fate.

Yet deep in my blood, my ancestors trembled
At the sight of the life I had disassembled.
The trees went still
The wind held its breath
The forest was mourning the Mourning
Dove’s death.

One day of cruel and bitter chill
My heart and stomach cried for fill.
No longer could my instincts rest—
I did what my kind does the best.

And then came the Pheasant
flittering down in dismay
To defend what was lost—
Her lover
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(My prey)
But there was no life left,
No miraculous wonder
that could restring feathers and flesh torn
asunder.
She sang not a note
For the rest of that day
And in weeks that then passed,
Her plumes turned to grey.
I carried the weight of the Mourning Dove lost
with each meal I devoured and each creature I
crossed.

Still the sins on my back held no weight when
compared
To the sorrowful coo of the Pheasant I’d spared.
My instinct
My heart
My remorse
...My friend.
I had written this miserable end.
I am the reason the Pheasant bird mourns.
I am the Fox with the Crown of Thorns.
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Sleepless Night
Amanda Chappell
Little entities in the night paint an aphotic picture.
My hand laying there, gushing red sap, severed bone, and ropey muscles.
I can see the darkness through the gaping
Hole in my hand. Rescue me. She says I’m fine.
I must be in these realms of another world.
I shift side to side. Covers pulled then kicked off.
My back drips with heat. But I shiver with fear.
I only see peace in the darkness of shut eye.
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Hospice
Mariah Edwards
Hours in the waking world
grow shorter.
Hours in the between world
grow longer.
Names, dates, events
forgotten.
Endings, deaths, funerals
remembered.
Her eyes were closed
but she saw her husband.
Her lips were sealed
but they still spoke.
Presence of the living
unnoticed.
Presence of the deceased
noticed.
She was ready
to go home.
He was ready
to bring her.
Sometime during the night,
he called.
Sometime as her breath stopped,
she came.
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How to Grow a Black Child in American Soil
Tessa-Mae Little
Prep the soil for germination
The blood of kingdoms
Thousands of years old
Enrich the soil and the tears
Which carry the salt of the ocean,
And pain, to dampen the earth.
Wait for your black child to grow.

And tell them it’s their problem
Give them a home, like skid row
Wait for your black child to grow.
It is too late now
Your black child is old
When they die, drop them
Down into the ground they go
Now wait for your new black child to grow.

Born in the scorching summer
Tall, short, thin, and wide
Blood, Sweat, and Tears
Dark as night or pale as snow
Wait for your black child to grow.

A Letter to the Farmers Growing Black Children
How dare you claim to be
An American with compassion and
empathy
When you forced us to grow in this soil
Forced us to stand, sit, and be quiet
When told to
And yet
When we say
"You are hurting us, please stop"
You say
"Well, actually..."

Keep them quiet
Keep them close
Never let them be one of you
But never let them go
Wait for your black child to grow.
Work them in the fields
Work them in the streets
Don’t let them move up
Steal their intelligence
Keep it Jim Crow
Wait for your black child to grow.
Feed them bullets
Bathe them in drugs
Wait for them to get angry
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Veronal in a Waiting Room
Hans Cox
Caribou bucket lists, springtimeTeatime Doe’s home invasion;
As a connoisseur car-thief crashes—
Like the worms eat the rose
Grown in diatomaceous earth
(Some late Melosira granulata),
While garden lettuce sand-grains gouge molar
and crown
(Of printed porcelain)
Too brittle to make a combustion engine.
Archery won’t sell tires and manifolds;
The people want a hunt.
These guys write the beasts with bachelor pads
Into inhuman bar denizens, their drink
Freshened by motor oil. Men
(Imagined by marketers informed by
demographics)
Style after animals;
Ladies have sex-quiz blowouts, steamy bucks
With a clatter of wild branch.
We would be stealing and breaking a
jewel,
Glorying in chips of carved cabochon, the face
inscrutable,
Were we to creep along,
Smiting creatures we can’t understand with a
gun,

A taste of powder on our tongues,
The workingman’s microdose,
A few grains worth of poison.
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Gaze
Charli Cowan
My eyes have always changed.
Some people have told me
that they look grey,
others have said they are green.
My mom’s eyes tell me they are hazel
but it shouts, “BLU” on my ID.

that didn’t even get to bloom.
He was a stargazer lily,
picked much too early
and now he gazes from a tomb.
Now when I see that woman
in the glass, I am amazed.
Not by the changes:
not the way her cheekbones have risen,
or by the freckles that have scattered across her
skin—
like frivolous snowflakes—
and not even by the lips
that have lost their clever spark.

When I was four-years-old
I cut my hair so I could be Mulan.
My natural curls have grown
in straighter ever since.
When I was fourteen and my classmate
learned I had never been kissed,
He smirked, “come here,”
and mended that when math class dismissed.

No.
What startles me the most
as I examine that careful mirror,
is the unexpected lack of surprise
in the gaze of my own withered,
arctic-hued eyes.

When I was eighteen,
I lost my virginity
in the dew-chilled grass of
my own backyard,
looking up at the stars,
listening to the whisperings
of my neighbors’ pond,
and waiting for the early sun
to warm my skin.
When I was twenty-years-old
I lost hold of something
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Susie
Deanna Murri
I break open and you come early—
a fragile bird body slipping from the shell,
blue-skinned.
We are cared for in boxes until you fit
in the bowl of my hands,
and I am brave.
I breathe easy until you stop,
then I breathe for you until they make me stop,
blue-faced.
Now, my breasts are full
but my arms are empty,
and I am brought low by a premature grave.
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Anxiety
Amanda Chappell
breathe out.

Sitting in a room, picking endlessly at the
tips of your fingers,
You pull out your germ killer and it burns.

Its going to be okay. Is what you tell yourself.
Calm for only a moment.

Your peers whisper to one another, coughing
and sneezing,
It all only silenced by the deepest of sleeps.
Thoughts uncontrollably spinning in your mind. But careful it can find you there, too.
Your stomach continually falls to the depths of
your legs.
Heart beating rapidly, sweat drips from your
brow.
Every single muscle
Restrained, tight, and stiff.

Shooting pain behind your eye travels
Through your temple to the back of your creaky
neck.
Your jaw clenches so tight
Your eardrums ring.

Then your breathing grows quicker,
The room spins on its axis and white dots
flicker in your eyes.
Quick! Catch yourself before you fall,

Breathe in, hold it, breathe out…breathe in,
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On The Rocks
Jonathan Smith
It wouldn’t matter
if your name was
Whiskey, Rum, or Scotch
every time I clock out
and get into my car, you are
on my mind.
Your smile is the neon
light that guides me home.
We reside at different addresses,
yes, but the only place that feels like
home is sitting at the corner
of the bar asking you for another
round.

and turning around at yellows.
I can’t stop thinking
about you
so until
you can’t stop thinking
about me
until you are drunk off me
and I no longer have to
stare at text messages from you
smiling
until you are here in my arms, safe
and sound.
I have some drinking to do.

I’d rather sip on your smile,
taste your personality,
get drunk off your smell,
stumble over your heart,
slur over your eyes,
and blackout to your lips.
Now I sit here thinking
and driving way too often.
I know I shouldn’t because
you intoxicate me.
You have me swerving
between lanes, unable to
go at green lights, racing through reds
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The Sins of the Father
Christopher Jordahl
The sins of the father have strings around these wrists.
The same type of string that sewed my mouth shut
After I tried to gnaw off my arms.
Now a pithless marionette commits the sins of the father.
But I will rise.
I’ll drive a nail through my feet into the roots of a strong tree.
And my outstretched arms will be pierced
To bind me to firm branches.
Waning breath will whisper.
The sins of the father do not move me.
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Monologue After a Painting of the Artist’s Parents
Kate Eleanor
Son, here is what I have to say to you:
Enough is enough.
You look too closely at me.
Always have.
You see me now bent
And stricken,
But I could put a hammer to a nail.
I didn’t take any crap. It was
My way
Or the highway.
Just another thing I’ve been
An ignoramus about.
You see the way your mother turns from me?
I would like still to love her.
Her soft body. Her heavy breasts.
But all those years I begrudged her this house,
Her life of cooking and sewing,
While I slaved away
Out in the heat
And the cold.

You wouldn’t think
That Love
Was something that could be worn away
Like a bar of soap
Or used up
Like a napkin,
But I think now that she is waiting
For me to die.

The truth is I only ever meant a thing in this
world
To her and to you, so listen to me when I say
to you,
Enough is enough.

And all those nights she sat up
Waiting. Pretending
Not to know where I was
Or what I was doing.
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Battle at the Bookstore
Kayla Woodhouse
Some say reading is misleading.
I disagree; fiction is reality.
To another world I’m taken, though dwelling there’s forsaken.
Making my way through the pages will drizzle hard earned wages.
But never will I forsake my imagination, never forsake my romantic accumulation.
The title placed its hook, now logic is forsook.
I buy the bound stack of paper, leaving as a caper—
of long forgotten prudence, which always seemed a nuisance.
Next time around I’ll be wiser, keeping knowledge in my visor.
I promise not to falter, putting urges in a halter.
I’ve got books at home, novel and tome.
Books for many hours to fill; can’t rack up the bill.
I don’t need to buy more. So exit the store.
Don’t be a maniac, don’t buy the paperback.
Don’t let that urge swindle; get it on kindle—
It’s cheaper.
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Summer Sequence in Estuarine Ecology
Hans Cox
You said, building your microcosm,
What we must remember: we’re
Dealing with water. And you built
A world where I could sleep,
Be a Unitarian studying Nietzsche
Millennia, on a spaceship,
A generation-ship of / seclusion,
And in delusion would be / our freedom
In Ritaver Estuary. / All words, all water;
Intelligence / in the prison of photonic thoughts.
O world, o dream, we would / be someone
No one could not / understand,
And beyond recognition.
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Duality
Mariah Edwards
All the bright things live here—
The compassion for humanity
and a simple desire to heal.
All the shadows live here—
A hatred for the human race
and a desire for mostly solitude.
Here, we say, “namaste!”
“Love and light,” I promise.
“Only good vibes,” they beg.
Here, we say no empty words.
“Strength and dark,” I counter.
“Why not use bad vibes for growth?”
I love to see the flowers
and every pretty, glittering thing.
Show me everything pink and lilac!
I love to see the bones
and every darkish, bloody thing.
Show me everything red and grey!

Here are my smiles and my joys!
Here are my white wings that sparkle
and here is the feeling that I need to save.
Here are my tears and my sorrows!
Here are my black wings that soar
and here is the feeling that I need to destroy.
They seem so separate—
Love drives this hand to offer help.
Anger drives this hand to offer justice.
Here they are together all the same.
Both of these hands belong to me.
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fiction
“People think that stories are shaped by
people. In fact, it’s the other way
around.”
Terry Pratchett
31

Introduction
Khaled Hosseini wrote, “Writing fiction is the act of weaving a series of lies
to arrive at a greater truth.” It is, perhaps, the desire for this greater truth that keeps
us ever returning to our human beginnings, to tales told by firelight that somehow
capture the meaning of who and what we really are, and of all we might become. Human truth lies at the heart of all good fiction, and we honor these truths whether they
are clothed in the garb of everyday life, fantastic impossibility, a troubled past, or an
apocalyptic future.
What makes an imagined story relevant in our existing, rich reality of dialogue, personalities, mysteries, and meaning? While reality is limited in the truth it
reveals, fiction fearlessly explores what is real and relevant, entertaining taboos and
thoughts that would surface only in hushed tones of an everyday conversation. For
this issue, we have selected carefully crafted stories that represent the most timeless
sentiments worthy of contemplating in another world: selfishness (or selflessness) in
death, a world without art, the unpredictability of life, the nature of fear. These stories successfully use dialogue and characterization to say more than just what is on
the page, to position the reader in a state of contemplation long after the story is
over. Does wisdom come with more burden than it’s worth? Should we always choose
love, no matter the cost? In each of these stories, we discover a shard of greater truth,
capable of cutting through the noise of life.
These truths moved us. We hope they move you too.
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The Palm of the Empire
Deanna Murri
He found out she was dead from the papers, same as everybody else.
“I’m so sorry,” Johnny’s secretary told him, her cool, dry hand resting on top of his briefly. “You knew that lady, didn’t you? She was in here the other day.”
He swallowed thickly as he stared down at the black-and-white picture beneath the huge
lettering of the headlines. Johnny had taken the photo himself, back when things had been good
between them. She’d been looking at him with that smile of hers, the one that made her a national
poster girl for cigarettes and landed her husband number two—even before she got rid of the first.
“The photo doesn’t look much like her, except for the eyes,” Dot continued as she
poured his coffee. “They were the bluest I’ve ever seen. Such a shame about the accident.”
He spun his metal-backed office chair around to face the wall. “Yeah,” he agreed faintly,
clearing his throat. “Dot, I’m going to be out of the office for a few days. Something personal’s
come up.”
“Oh?”
“You can take a few days off while I’m away.” Johnny heaved a sigh and folded the newspaper back together, careful to leave the photo face-up.

Lola.

When she had walked through the door of his office last week, he hadn’t recognized her.
Her once-rounded face had become withered, worry lines cut deep into once-perfect skin. She
looked as if she had lived lifetimes in the five years since she had disappeared from his life.
Johnny’s fist closed around the fedora on his mahogany desk, crumpling the brim. “Dot,”
he started—then stopped. She had been walking towards the reception area, but the pitter-patter
of her oxford pumps ceased as she waited to hear what he would say. For a moment, the only
sound was the ticking of the ceramic clock on the wall.
“Are you alright?” Dot ventured finally.
Johnny lurched to his feet and headed for the overcoat he left hanging on a peg by the
door. He could see his secretary watching him from the corner of his eye. “No. Yes. It’s nothing.”
He shrugged on the coat and went back for his coffee, his hand dwarfing the dainty china
cup that his secretary had insisted on buying a few weeks after she settled in. (“People need a little luxury when times are hard,” she had insisted. “It helps calm the nerves. You’ll see.”) He
rubbed a square-tipped finger over the etched surface. Funny, it wasn’t helping him calm down
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one bit.
“You’ve been a little out of sorts this week,” Dot told him gently. She had moved
into the doorway and was leaning against it, arms folded. “It … has something to do with
that woman, I expect.”
He thought of Lola, laughing as she danced with him at the club, the silk of her dress
catching against the rough skin of his palms, the bleating of the brass band ringing in his ears;
lying on her stomach, the sheet wrapped around her waist, blonde hair spilling over the pillow
while she slept; the smell of rose petals that lingered on him long after she had gone.
“You could say that,” he murmured. “I thought I left her behind me a long time ago,
but things aren’t that simple.” He remembered what she had told him last week—the secret
that she had kept from him all these years.
God, he needed a cigarette.
“Look,” Dot said tentatively, “I don’t know much about your private life, but whatever this problem is, I’m sure you can handle it. If there’s anything I can do, just name it.”
“Thanks,” he said, the word sounding empty to his ears. He placed the cup gently
back onto the saucer, his thoughts a jumble. “Say, why don’t you just close up here? I’ll be
fine. I’ll call you in a few days.”
***
It took three hours by cab to get to The Palm, an old casino turned nightclub in the
heart of the Empire City. It was closed for the morning, its large wooden doors shut tight
against the public.
Johnny tossed the end of his Lucky Strike into the gutter before circling around the
building. He pounded on the back entrance with a ham-sized fist for a solid fifteen minutes
before it did any good.
“Do you know what time it is? This is a nightclub, for chrissakes!” The grizzled old
man who had flung the door open lifted a hand to shade his red-rimmed eyes. “Is that …
Johnny Martin?”
Johnny only hesitated a moment. “Hello, Walter. How ya been?”
Walter’s creaky, bitter laugh rang through the narrow alleyway. “Been better. I
haven’t seen you in ages, you ugly bastard. Suppose you came here because of the girl.”
“Actually,” Johnny began awkwardly, “I’m here because of the boy.” The stink of
booze and sweat coming off Walter overwhelmed him for a moment, and he swallowed
against a wave of nausea. “I know he’s here.”
“What business is he of yours?” Walter’s mouth pressed into a grim slash, and he
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glared at the private detective. “He hasn’t been out of my hair since Lola dumped him a few
days ago. But what’s Paul got to do with you?”
“Well … he’s mine.” It was the first time he’d admitted the truth out loud, and his
belly turned to water as soon as the words came out.
Walter blinked, then laughed sharply again. “Yours! That’s good. Tell me another
one.”
Johnny tugged at the brim of his hat, sighing. “I’m not joking. Lola came to see me
last week and bowled me over with it. It’s the first I ever heard of him.”
“Well, well … she sure did have her secrets, didn’t she? You have any proof?”
“No,” Johnny said, swallowing thickly. He had asked Lola that same question, and
her response had been less than kind. “I just have her word. He looks like me, she said. Poor
kid. Anyway, she was real worried about De Luca coming home and finding out his boy is as
Italian as apple pie.”
She had begged him to take the boy, and he had refused. What did it matter if the
kid was his? Maybe her husband wouldn’t put the pieces together. And at any rate, what the
hell would he do with some snot-nosed brat?
She hadn’t accepted his answer—she had, in fact, ignored his protests and told him
to pick the boy up at her father’s place, right before sweeping out of his office and leaving
him to stew in his own guilt. When he read about how she had ended face down in a swimming pool on the same day Joe De Luca was released from prison—suicide, the papers
said—he couldn’t get the damn kid out of his head.
So, here he was.
Walter was chewing on his whiskers as he studied him. “I guess he does resemble you
a little—more than that no-good husband of hers, anyway. He’ll come looking for the boy,
you know.”
“I know,” Johnny replied.
The old man nodded once and gestured for him to enter. They crossed over a deserted lounge full of tables draped with white linen, then walked up a rickety set of stairs hidden
behind a set of red velvet curtains.
“It’s been … difficult since I found out about Lola.” Walter opened the door of a
large second-floor apartment and strode over to a small liquor cabinet. He held up a bottle of
whiskey. “Drink?”
“No, thank you,” Johnny replied.
Walter took a hit straight from the bottle, then sniffed loudly. “I always knew that
fool girl of mine was going to get herself killed one of these days.” He straightened a picture
on his side table, fingers lingering over the face of a dark-haired child clutching the hand of a
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severe-looking ox of a woman. “Midge could have handled her, I think, if the good Lord hadn’t taken her from us too soon.”
“The papers said it was a suicide,” Johnny said. “She had drugs in her system. She
went to sleep in the water, and nobody was around to see.”
“Ha!” Walter stared at the bottle in his hands. “You don’t believe that any more than
I do.”
“Papa,” a young voice called softly, interrupting them.
Johnny turned to see a tow-headed young boy scamper across the room and wrap his
arms around Walter’s legs. The little creature peered up with wide blue eyes, his thumb stuck
firmly in his mouth. Johnny felt into his pocket for another cigarette, fingers trembling as he
stared down at a miniature version of himself.
Poor bastard, he thought again as he struck a match. He really does look like me.
“Paul,” Walter admonished, pushing at the child. “Get the hell off me and say hello
to your father. And get that thumb out of your mouth!”
Johnny felt something tighten in his gut when the boy came to stand in front of him,
tiny fingers twisting around each other, the toe of one small leather shoe digging into the
ground.
“Little bit of a milksop,” Walter commented. He pulled a damp handkerchief from a
vest pocket and blew his nose with a loud honk. “Lola coddled him. If you ask me, he was
born touched in the head.”
Paul stood there watching him with bruised eyes, waiting, and Johnny wondered if he
should hug the boy. Instead, he patted him gently on the head. “Hello,” he offered clumsily.
The four-year-old reached up with one spit-slicked hand to take his, and he fought the urge
to jerk away.
Damn it, Lola. What the hell am I supposed to do with a kid?

***
Five years ago, it was the summer of ‘31. The Empire State Building lay newly
opened and barren. The Great Depression was in full swing, and the only real money to be
had in New York City was dirty.
Joe De Luca had just officially won the war of the boroughs with the assassination of
the entire Rossi family. While he celebrated his victory to excess, his wife, Lola, had decided
to visit an old friend.
“Give me a hug, you big brute,” she demanded with a smile when she swept into
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Johnny’s apartment. She was looking thin, and the bones in her shoulders jabbed him through
the thick layer of her coat.
“Cold?” He asked with a raised brow.
“Not on your life,” Lola said with a laugh. “Joey gave me this fur coat—snow fox.
Can you believe it? It’s June, and he buys me fur.” The mirth drained from her eyes as she ran
a manicured fingertip over the soft white pelt. “I can’t leave the house without it on account
of how nice it is. It really is the best out there, and don’t I appreciate all that he has given me?
So, I wear the damn coat.”
Johnny moved a large stack of papers onto the floor to clear a seat for his guest. He
really needed an office. Maybe next year, after business picked up.
“And you want to hire me to… What, find out who his secret dames are?” Johnny
freed a cigarette from its metal case and held it between his lips while he dug around for a
matchbook.
“Johnny, you’ve known me since I was fifteen. Have I ever been the sort of woman
to care about a little bit on the side?” She flicked a hand dismissively. “Joe and I have been
married for years. Do you know what he did to my last husband? Do you know how many
powerful men are in his pockets? What kind of secret goodies he brings into the states?”
“No, I don’t, and I think I ought to keep it that way unless I want to end up in the
dirt. Why are you bringing up De Luca’s business with me, anyhow?” Johnny flicked ash on
the floor, squashing the anger that bubbled up whenever Lola talked about her latest husband.
They’d never got along.
“I want a divorce,” Lola announced dramatically. “But Joe won’t just let me walk
away from him. I know too much, see?”
“Right.” Johnny leaned back as if to distance himself from what he was hearing.
“And where do I come in?”
He had a feeling he wasn’t going to like her answer.
Lola perched on the edge of her chair, her face alight. “It’s simple. I want you to get
the evidence together for me. I pass along the information, you hand it over to the cops—the
clean ones—and he goes to jail. I’m free, and he never has to know what I did.”
“Simple! I don’t think you’ve thought this through, doll face. Men like Joe De Luca
still have a lot of power, even behind bars. If he finds out you turned rat—”
“He won’t find out, not if you do the job right,” she shot back. “It’s a chance. Maybe
my only one.”
They argued in hushed voices, as if De Luca had ears even inside Johnny’s hole of an
apartment. It took almost an hour, but of course Johnny gave in. He was exhausted from the
heat and humidity, he told himself. Besides, very few people alive could resist the force that
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was Lola. Truth be told, he’d had a soft spot for her since the day she started working with
him at her father’s nightclub.
“Alright,” he groaned, throwing his hands up. “You win, you spoiled brat. I’ll do it.”
Lola did a little shimmy before throwing her arms around him again. “Thanks, Johnny. You’re the best!”
***

He hadn’t found out about the cocaine until later.
“It’s not an issue,” Lola repeated, zipping the back of her dress up with an angry
motion. “I don’t do it when I need my head.” She stuffed her feet back into the pair of heels
that she had left at the foot of Johnny’s bed half an hour ago. Those same shoes had been
making regular appearances in his room for the last six weeks, and Johnny wondered how
much longer they would stick around.
“I’m supposed to deliver the documents this week,” he reminded her. “You don’t
think now is a good time to stop? Your husband won’t be around much longer to hold you
up.”
“It’s fun,” she told him patronizingly. “Maybe you don’t know what that is—you
always were too serious. Besides, Joey will notice if I start acting different.”
“He doesn’t notice when you come around here.”
She yanked a bunch of papers from her purse and flung them at him. “The financials.
Make sure you tell the boys to move fast, or he’ll find out they’re gone. I’m going. Joey’s taking me to dinner.”
After she left, Johnny pulled the bedsheet to drape up over his hips. He stared at the
ceiling, fingers running over the edges of the papers scattered around him. He was supposed
to meet Lola’s contacts in a couple hours, and a part of him doubted their liaisons would continue after that. Maybe that was a good thing, though. She made him go funny in the head,
like a night of stiff drinks—usually complete with a hangover, too.
For now, he had to pull himself together. He had to finish the job. He didn’t want to
end up dead.
***
But he didn’t wind up dead, of course. He didn’t even come close to it. Everything
went as planned, and Joe De Luca spent the next five years in federal prison for tax evasion.
He hadn’t known at the time that it would be five more years before he saw Lola
again.
A whimper snapped Johnny out of his reverie, and he realized he had been squeezing
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the boy’s hand a little too hard. “I’m sorry,” he blurted, releasing his grasp and stepping back.
His gaze darted to Walter, and he licked his lips. “We have to go.”
“Right,” Walter said. He tossed his head towards the back of the apartment. “Go get
your suitcase, little man.”
Paul cast glances over his shoulder at Johnny as he trudged across the room in obeisance. When he was out of sight, Walter cleared his throat.
“I never saw you. I never saw Paul. You don’t come back around here, got it?”
“De Luca is a hard man to keep secrets from,” Johnny said in a low voice. “You
think you can handle this?”
“I’m seventy years old,” Walter reminded him. “I won’t have to keep my mouth shut
for much longer.”
Paul came back, then, carrying a suitcase that was almost as big as him. Johnny took
it gently. The boy reached out to clutch his grandfather’s legs again, hiding his face.
“Come on now, don’t waller me to death!” Walter’s words belied his actions when he
dropped down to squeeze the blonde boy tightly to his chest. “Johnny’s going to take you to
a new home. Won’t that be swell?”
“I wanna stay with you, Papa,” came the tearful reply. Johnny shuffled his feet uncomfortably.
“None of that,” Walter said, his voice thick. “You can’t stay with me. I don’t want
you here.” He shook his head minutely. “Get on, now. Get!”
With reluctance, Paul allowed Johnny to lead him out of the apartment. They had
almost made it to the exit of the club when the muffled sound of a gunshot reached them.
Johnny stopped. He heard Paul ask, “What was that, Daddy?”
Reluctantly, he forced his feet to move on again. “It wasn’t anything, kid.”
They slipped out into the midday sun, unobserved.
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Soul Seeker
Brian Dunn
When I hit the bus that morning, time came to a halt. Not figuratively, as is usually the
case. No, everything around me literally and completely stopped. Shards of my windshield hovered within inches of my face, more than willing to gut me if I so much as moved. But that was
the thing. I couldn’t move. Somehow, I could look around, though I couldn’t breathe. I didn’t
need to; the urge, it seemed, never came. In a way, I was content. Because I knew what the march
of time would bring. What would happen if this frozen, merciful world had not been created? I
would die.
A man in a suit was trying to cross the street. His long black ponytail almost shined in
the cascading, frozen light. On his current path, he would meet the same fate. What a day to be
late to the office. I could almost see him stroking his beard in dismay.
I wasn’t alone in the car. The old lady sat next me, her final pose symbolic of her character. Serene, calm, accepting of her fate. If there was nothing you could do about it, why worry?
That’s the way she always thought. It bothered me. Sure, I’ll admit, in a way she was right. But it’s
not always quite so simple. Some people are wired to worry, set up to constantly think and
overthink every little thing that pops into their head. My reality.
Cody and Rose sat in the back. I almost laughed at those little brats. Even moments before their untimely and grisly deaths, he was pulling her hair while she threatened him with a mechanical pencil. That pencil had been places. Done things. I shuddered to even think about it. It
was a dark, almost blood red, like the lollipop a doctor gives you when you’ve done what he asks
without shanking him. Something that Rose rarely received. I’d confiscated it more times than I
could remember, but she always found it again. Or another just like it.
Then there was Cody. His obsession with hair would be almost creepy if he wasn’t six,
considering he only pulled the hair of women and little girls. He wasn’t tall of course, but he had
his ways. Sometimes he didn’t even pull if the victim hadn’t noticed yet. He’d just sit there with a
lock in his grubby little hands.
Mom never punished them. I had to do it. Not out of some sense of duty because Dad
wasn’t around, but because I thought they needed it. I was the much older brother who never left
home because he felt too sorry to go. Or at least that’s what I told myself. What was I supposed
to do? I couldn’t leave my mother to rot in self-pity (which she denied feeling) or my siblings to
murder and scalp each other. Could I?
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I felt no responsibility really, just my own form of pity that bordered on empathy. Quite
honestly, they were better off. Dad had never been by any stretch of the imagination a good father or husband. He was an army man, because that was what he knew. He had a wife because he
was too lazy to seek out a new woman every night. And he had kids because, biologically, it was
inevitable. The check he got from the military certainly didn’t hurt either. As far as he was concerned, we weren’t his kids. Just moochers he allowed to stay because he was feeling charitable. I
didn’t miss him. I probably never would. But Mom did. I suppose you can’t live with someone
most of your life and not like them somewhat. An attachment that seemed fueled by fabricated
memories, in an attempt to not sully the memory of the deceased. Memories that stuck because
she had nothing else to hold onto.
I tried to tell her she should forget him. I couldn’t make his kind of money, but I still
helped. Brought her to therapy. Cooked. Cleaned. Bless her heart she tried, but she would always
leave things half finished. As if midway she’d think about him again and forget what she was
doing. Rose tried to help sometimes, but she’d get pulled away by Cody nine times out of ten. I
think fighting is just how they coped. Can’t say I blame them.
So here I am, about to die with the family that I love and hate. Adore and despise. Draw
close, but keep at a distance. Not the best way to go, being hit by a bus. Well, more like hitting
the broadside of a bus and losing out to mass and inertia. I can think of worse I suppose. Electrocution. Burning alive. Death by pencil. Honestly, the main solace was that it would be quick.
Bam. You’re gone. Straight to heaven, or hell, or the eternal nothingness of the cosmos. Whichever meets your fancy. Can’t say I’m particularly inclined to any of them. In Mom’s words, whatever happens, happens. In this case, I might agree.
But this was all before the man in the suit turned his head.
“I see you’re in a bit of trouble,” he said. “Not to make light of your situation, but that
looks rather painful.” A wry smile formed on his thin lips.
My airways suddenly came back to life. I took a deep breath, as if my lungs only now
realized they needed air to live. The rest of my body remained immobile, but my heart started
racing, as if being frozen had kept my anxiety at bay. I turned to my right arm. It had a massive
cut down the middle. I could see the inside of my muscle and some bone. If I could feel my
stomach it would have been nauseous.
“Who are you?” I was terrified, to be honest, but that didn’t stop me from being defiant.
My tough guy act never worked, but it was still a staple.
“No need to get snippy.” He straightened his tie. “I’m a friend.”
“Friend?” I slowly caught my breath. “Am I supposed to believe that?”
He lightly waved his gloved hand. The gash on my right arm healed instantly.
“If you don’t mind, Ryan.”
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My arms were finally mobile. I cracked my knuckles out of habit.
“Sorry, but if I had unfrozen your arms before that, you would have bled to death.”
I was getting more anxious. “Can you unfreeze the rest of me?”
“Not yet, inertia cancelling takes time.” He checked his wristwatch. “Let me explain.
Right now, you and your family are in a state of liquid equilibrium. In other words, time is frozen, but with the possibility of selective release. It was the only way to prevent your deaths.”
“Does that mean you can save us?”
He paused. “Not quite. See, there’s a problem.” His eyes darted quickly around the scene,
seemingly counting and calculating numbers almost instantly. “In my currently deficient state, I
don’t have the energy to save all of you. As you might imagine, this alone is tremendously difficult.
“No kidding,” I said dryly.
He ignored me. “But physics is a stickler, and won’t accept anything less than equal and
opposite.” He checked his watch again, a bead of sweat trickling down his neck. “So, I had to
explain this to someone, and you looked to be the one in charge.”
“In a sense.”
“The bus was going fifty when you hit it, with your forty-five only worsening the impact.”
“It wasn’t my fault, the backseat squabbling distracted me,” I protested.
“I never said it was. I’m simply stating that I can only save three of you. And by three of
you, I mean two of the children and one more.”
Only three?
“Are you saying either me or my mom has to die?”
“I never said that either.”
I felt sick, like my stomach had finally caught up. I knew the right answer, I save her. But
she had lived a longer life. And given the choice she would have saved me. Typical. But would she
even be happy staying? Would the kids be okay? I hate to admit it, but that family would crumble
without me. So, which was truly the more selfish decision?
“What do you mean we don’t die?” I asked.
“Just that. While I can’t save you here, I can bring you to my world. Recall with you
while I save the others. Assuming it is you that goes.”
“Can I ever come back?” I asked without thinking.
He opened his mouth as if to say something but changed his mind. “No.”
I can’t say I was surprised, or much relieved at this information.
“…What’s it like there?”
“It’s hard to explain,” he said. “The clock is ticking, Ryan. You either make this decision
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now, or I can’t save anyone.”
This couldn’t be happening. I had accomplished nothing with my life here. Nothing to
call my own. No home. No family. No financial security. Maybe a new start would be nice. Or
maybe it could be worse.
Much worse.
“Ryan.”
“Ummm.”
“Ryan!”
“But I…”
“Now!”
“Save her.”
All at once time repurposed itself. The car smashed against the bus with full force, but
with a catch. In all but the driver’s seat an invisible force wave separated the passengers from their
deaths. My mind was a haze of white. The man holding my wrist, I watched as I slowly faded
away.
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The Wrongs of Wisdom
Joseph Schwartze
“Have you ever considered what it’s like to know everything?”
You wake up in a dark room. From what you can feel, you know you’re underground,
and there are no openings to the outside. No breeze, and a damp feeling permeates the air. You’re
tied to a chair.
The darkness speaks to you, and even though you still have not opened your eyes you can
see a figure before you. A poor excuse for a human, it shambles toward you and trips as much as
it moves forward.
“It’s very tiring. I know about every long run, extended workout, and sleep-depriving
cram session before a test. I know all of that.”
You shake your head and try to close your eyes, only to recall that they had never
opened. No matter how you turn, the being continues falling toward you in your sight. It rolls
over itself and comes up again, moving faster than before toward your eyes.
“It’s surprising too. I know of every winning lotto experience and every first kiss; of every
unexpected pregnancy and sudden declaration. I know all of that. ”
You try to close your eyes tighter to remove the image of this figure before you. It
doesn’t work, and you struggle against your binds in the chair. You gasp, “Please… Where am
I?”
But the voice continues, “It’s joyous sometimes. Oh, I know every childbirth and Olympic victory. I know every happy song and every dance at a party. I know all of that.”
Even though the speaker still appears several feet away to your closed eyes, suddenly a
hand gropes your chin. It feels oily, and the nails dig and cut into your flesh like knives. A slimy
tongue presses against your lips and writhes against your skin. You pull away as harshly as you
can, but nothing helps. A second hand grabs your hair and, with incredible strength, pulls your
jaws open. You are latched into a horrific kiss, and then you feel incredibly tired. Memories of
runs and exercises and long nights fill your consciousness, and then the presence disappears again.
Only the figure in your sight remains.
“Not so bad, is it? Sure, you feel tired now, but those experiences are nothing. Soon you
will be balanced again, no worry. There is a reason I give you excitement second.” The voice
laughs maniacally, and then it continues sinisterly, “There’s so much more… Have you ever considered what it’s like to know everything? I know the beginning of everything, the original cause.
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And I know the end of everything, the final effect.”
The speaker pauses, and you hear a few raspy breaths.
“And all I can do is pass this miserable meaninglessness onto you. You will know all that
was, is, and ever will be! And you can do nothing about anything.”
You clamp your jaws shut and grind your teeth; you focus on staying conscious. Surely
you could force yourself out of what had to be a nightmare, but only if you don’t give in.
“I’m scared sometimes. I know of every bad dream and nightmare and horror realized. I
know every night alone in the woods and every murder victim’s desperate last attempt to hide.”
As it finishes speaking, you are again violated by the greasy hands and squirming tongue
of the thing. The muscle slips between your lips, and even as you try to bite it off, you are flooded with sensations of surprise and joy and fear. After that moment you possess the totality of human experience in those realms, and all you want to do is scream. As the seconds pass, you can
feel your consciousness expanding to include the flood of information, and it feels as though you
are being torn asunder.
“You’re scared too, now, aren’t you? I wish I could help you with that, but it’s your torch
to carry now. Pathetic thing. You don’t even know the half of it. Consider this: I know of every
rotted egg, of every putrid dumpster. I know the taste, stench, and sight of every last drop of
vomit ever to exist. I know all of that.” You can tell by the pitch of its speech that the voice is
losing its carefully kept balance. As more emotion is passed to you and you are thrown off, this
thing feels that same confusion. Just as you are unbalanced with this flood of knowledge, it staggers under the loss it feels.
Then, the tongue moves away from your lips. It moves up your face and suddenly stops
over your eyes. The voice grunts in pleasure and laughs as if at a joke.
“Before we go on, dear creature, I must remove your eyes. Trust me, feeling all of this is
enough. You don’t need to see it.”
Your right eye opens, and for a split second you see a gaping maw filled with thousands
and thousands of ridged teeth before the tongue slices like a dagger into your socket. Instantly
your brain’s connection to your eye is severed, and you forget to scream as your mind is simultaneously filled with every sensation of disgust felt throughout all of existence. Before you can recover from the churning in your stomach, your left eye is removed in the same way, and again you
feel the pleasurable grunt from the thing torturing you.
“You will thank me now. For what I have to give you next…” The voice trails off, and
before you can inquire as to what is coming, you feel the tongue pushing against your lips. Almost used to the violation at this point, you find no point in resisting. Nothing could disgust you
anymore. Nothing could surprise you. Nothing could fill you with fear. You knew the worst of
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all of those, but you still could not be prepared for what comes next.
In your arms you hold a stillborn child. In the next moment you stare at the casket of
your spouse, killed in combat. Next, you feel a barrel pressed against your back as you stare
blankly at a hole in front of you, nearly overfilled with your friends and family. You start to collapse as the gun goes off, and then you feel the solidity of the chair beneath you and of your
binds keeping you in place. You welcome that saving sensation as a single tear falls down your
cheek. Completely overwhelmed with sadness and grief, you barely manage to let a single tear go
through the torrent of emotions. “I knew all of that…”
The hand at your chin grabs your throat and pulls you up out of the chair, tearing apart
your binds and squeezing tighter and tighter. You feel the air leave your body as a flurry of blows
destroys your ribcage. Then the voice stops and throws you, and you only stop because your
body collides with a wall as solid as the earth itself.
Slowly and through clearly bared teeth, you hear the voice stutter, “I… I see why my
master said… said not to… not to leave anger for last…”
Although your body feels as though it had been crushed under the weight of a building,
you shift upright and stand. “What…”
And then the hand grasps your throat again, sealing your airway. As soon as your mouth
opens to gasp, the tongue slides into it and passes the last of its existence to you. The figure
crumples and falls to the ground; it takes you with it.
You feel knowledge coursing through your veins. As blood had once flowed through
you, experiences do now. Every happy mother, every broken-hearted lover, every genocide survivor, and so much more. You hear the speaker one last time, “I knew all of that…”
And then you stomp on its throat, silencing the old Wisdom and embracing your newfound life as fate handled it.
“I know that,” you speak, “I am Wisdom.”
As you take a step forward, you contemplate how you will spend the next sixty years before you must locate your inevitable replacement. This next one would be a human, like you, and
it would resist more fervently than any before it. You would have a rough time. You sigh and
close your eyelids over empty sockets, feeling happiness, sadness, fear, anger, surprise, and disgust
roll over you in wave after wave of sensation. It would be a long wait to pass on this burden, and
the only words you can think to say are:
“I know all of that.”
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A Forgotten Art
Michaela Chambers
No music. Only sound. What sanctuaries of silence remained dwindled by the minute as
the world was gradually overtaken by the noise. The noise of a people devoid of life. Though artists fought to keep their voices from being hushed, their battle ended the day their tombstones
were placed in the ground.
The relentless onslaught of rain against the window caused him to lose focus. He sighed,
rereading the same sentence once more. He slammed the book shut, shoving it across the table.
He enjoyed the sound of the spine hitting the floor. As the wind shifted, the two windows fluttered open from across the room. Goosebumps rose on his arms as the cold air cut through his
thin sweater. He shuffled over to close the shutters, retrieving a blanket from the cupboard on his
way back. As he sat down, he noticed the black tarp was no longer covering the ambiguous object
in the corner. His grandfather, having told him that such an instrument would disrupt the “order
of things,” never allowed him to look beneath it. The term “instrument” meant little to him, but
he had always assumed it was something bad. The old man had passed shortly after his ninth
birthday, leaving him the house and the mysterious relic.
He grabbed the tarp, prepared to cover it up, but paused as a flash of red caught his eye.
He tossed the cover back to reveal a lifeless rose resting upon its black surface. At his touch, a
petal cracked and disintegrated before him. He swiped his arm, pushing off the remaining cover.
Dust fell like snow across the painted wood, urging him to brush his sleeve across its top once
more.
Its frame was supported by three legs, topped with a once-polished slate of wood. On the
left, a small book was forced between the lid and the frame. His fingers pried the book away and
lifted the lid to where he could see inside. A thick layer of dust coated the arrangements of string,
metal, and wood. His fingers brushed across the taut ropes, eliciting sounds he had never heard
before. The vibrations ran through his arms; he shivered at the new sensation.
His gaze fell to where the instrument curved inwards as if to preserve the notes inside.
He lifted the warped piece of wood to reveal a row of black and white keys. Some were wedged
in at awkward angles while others were missing altogether. He tentatively pressed a finger on the
furthermost right key. Its tone was heaven to his ears. He repeated the motion down the piano,
hitting each tooth and reveling in the variety of its pitches and timbres. His fingers moved faster,
stumbling across each block’s cracked surface. Beneath his fingertips, the instrument began to
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hum. The ivory no longer browned with age, the keys no longer jagged and loose. The clashing
notes became a smooth melody, filling every space throughout the house. Its long-forgotten power flooded his body, pushing through every muscle and bone. His breath grew shallow as his
hands swept again and again. His knuckles popped and his heart stuttered, but the music continued.
He ignored the drops of sweat that dripped from his nose, splashing onto keys below.
The longer he played, the more intense the sound became. He blinked the salt from his eyes as he
saw the one frail rose bend before him. Its petals grew soft, moisture flowed through its veins, the
air was no longer quiet, the world was no longer dead.
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Distractions
Renee Constant
“Why do you even carry that around?” he asked, his hand leaving my thigh to point at
my bag. I frowned, confused, until I saw the corner of my notebook peeking out from a pocket
in my purse.
“It helps me remember things,” I whispered, pulling his hand back to me. “I like to
write things down.”
He glanced at me sidelong. I’ve chastised him before for taking his eyes off the road.
“I know that. But… Stop writing—”
“—start experiencing’. I know. This is important though. To me.”
“Mhmkay,” he said, then swore as someone cut him off. The knot in my stomach loosened, and I reached down to pull the zipper shut on my bag.
I wouldn’t reach for it again for another week.
I saw him walking out of the restaurant and almost broke every nail on my right hand
trying to navigate past the emergency brake that found a home in my ribs as I dove for the worn
leather of the notebook. My heart was pounding out of my chest as I dug around my glove box
for a pen.

badly bleached blond hair / can see frayed ends from here
worn military boots / jeans
tired
He walked confidently—beautifully —as if it was just him, alone in that parking lot. As

I watched, scribbling fiercely, he sat on the base of a street light—

knees wide apart
elbows on knees / hunched over

—and lit a cigarette. The movement was so sure for someone so young. He kept his
head low to the concrete and didn’t raise it once. Not even to breathe out the smoke. It curled
around his head—

rays of light shine through the smoke – headlights thru fog / what are they looking for?
looks like a caress

—in a cloud of silk, then dissipated into nothing. He finished half of the cigarette and
heaved himself up to walk back into the restaurant. He looked so old in that moment. So real.
When Eli opened the car door, I reached for my latte and gulped it down without a word of
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thanks or care. My tongue was burned badly for days.
“Why do you only write down things about other people?” he asked, running his calloused fingers over my hip. My head felt heavy, and my eyes refused to open. I nuzzled myself
deeper into his side. “You never look at me the way you look at the people you find… Interesting.”
“That’s a good thing,” I murmured.
“I’m jealous.”
“Don’t be.”
“I want your attention.”
Suddenly, I was fully awake. I pulled away from him and glanced around the room. It
was dark, the only light coming from his surge protector. We’re safe here. I sat up and took
hold of his face in both hands. The stubble tickled my fingers, but I held tight.
“You don’t want the attention I give them,” I said. His eyes grew wide and his hands
circled both of my wrists loosely. “You don’t want to be them.” His lips parted but his voice
was lost somewhere in that abyss. “Please.”
It was a quick movement he was used to making that pulled me under him. Soon, I
heard the lazy knock of his roommate on the wall they shared telling us that we were being too
loud. My mouth faded into a mockery of silence.
***
I reached for the notebook again that afternoon. Eli was telling a story I’d heard maybe
six times before but still loved. I squeezed his hand in warmth, then turned and caught the eyes
of the boy at the piano in the middle of 16th Street.
He played beautifully but soullessly. I clicked the pen too many times and plastic met
paper when I finally opened the leather cover. Panic rose up like bile as I tried again.

high rounded cheekbones – Native American?
long hair / deep tan / weather hardened scowl / homeless maybe?
breathtaking

There was a cigarette in his left hand, smoldering between middle and pointer finger.
Lifting it to his lips, he kept eye contact and continued playing with only one hand. The rhythm
and speed didn’t change at all. My heart beat in my throat as I walked past. It was only later that
I remembered that the trees around him were a bright livid red.
***
Eli told me to get in the car and drive. He’d navigate, just trust him. I frowned at the
backpack in his hand but started the car. We pulled into a park I didn’t know, and that’s when I
saw her weaving in and out of the trees. Eli’s smile fell into itself as I reached for the notebook.
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long dark hair / loose ringlets / burnt caramel skin
white dress / bare feet
dancing? or just walking in fantasy?

“I love you.”
I looked up at him and stared. His lips were locked in a firm line and that crease I hated
had deepened his brow. His hand was gripping the leg of his pants tightly, his fingers twitching.
It wasn’t a declaration and it wasn’t an admission.
My fingers worked over the paper in frenzied patterns. I knew when I looked at what I
wrote, none of it would reflect my trembling lips or heaving chest.
I had an answer. Of course, I did. That’s what he wanted to hear, that’s what he needed.
But all I could do was stare at the crease between his eyebrows and all that vertical depth implied.
I was crying now, somehow silent in a car where I could hear his heart. My lips were shaking, trying hard to push words from my mouth but revealing only soft cries of air.
I turned from him, back to the girl dancing between the trees. I heard his hand reach for
the handle and my spine broke with the pressure of the door opening.
I felt my pencil rip through damp paper as the door shut gently behind him.
Still, I wrote on.

hands raised / in offering?
hands falling / defeat?
acceptance
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Sharp Claws, Sharp Teeth
Isabella Miller
The night was cold. February nights were always the coldest. Frigid air hit Collin’s face,
making him tuck his head down further into his winter coat. Natalie, bless her heart, had offered
him a ride, but Collin was stubborn and had declined. He lived two blocks away from her house
and, when she had offered, he’d still been warm from kissing. He had bounded down the stairs,
waved goodbye to his girlfriend’s parents, who had been on their couch, watching the news.
“Careful on your way home,” Nat’s mother had warned, eyes glued to the screen in
front of her. “It’s a crazy world out there.”
She was referring, of course, to the Lycanthrope crisis in the South. There’d been another outbreak of the disease, the disease that broke and reshaped human bones into something
monstrous and grotesque; a nose turned into a snout, dull teeth popping from gums as sharp,
canine teeth grew in their place. Werewolves used to be thought of as legend and myth, though
Collin had never lived in a world where there weren’t cautionary tales about the disease and
walking alone at night. A crazy world, indeed.
The TV explained the basics of the outbreak: Where it started, what the task force did
to contain it, the number of civilian casualties. On the TV droned, stating frightening statistics
and uttering warnings to anyone listening.
But Collin was lucky enough to live in the North, where the disease hadn’t spread to . . .
yet. He was safe as rain, only two blocks from home.
Now, however, he was beginning to regret his decision to walk. It was so damn cold,
and Nat’s car—Nat’s body—was so warm. Watching puffs of breath leave his body, he told
himself to think warm thoughts.
Hot chocolate. Heavy blankets. Nat’s lips, Nat’s hands, Nat’s…
A twig snapped in the distance, making Collin jump, his thoughts quickly switching
gears. From Nat, Nat, Nat to sharp teeth, canine snarls, claws that easily tore flesh from bone…
He could hear the news anchor’s somber voice: “Eighteen dead in Tennessee today, as a new
strain of the Lycanthrope disease made itself known… Tearing through the city… No information of where the strain started… Soldiers in the Werewolf Reduction Branch have successfully detained three of the diseased and are hunting for the remaining four… Appropriate
measures will be taken…”
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“There’s no werewolves in the North,” Collin whispered to the air. “No werewolves… in the
North…”
He kept walking, though the bitter chill slowed his movements and made the denim of
his jeans rub uncomfortably against his legs. He was only a block away now and could see his
house in the distance. The porch light was on, parents awaiting his arrival. His safehouse. Heavy
blankets. Central heating. And then, once he was all warmed up and cuddled into his bed, he’d
call Nat and sweet talk her to sleep.
He couldn’t feel his fingers.
Under the nearest streetlight, Collin stopped for a small break, breathing hot breath onto
frozen fingers, flexing them to get the blood circulating. His eyes shut as another blast of freezing, freezing, so fucking cold wind blew into his face, and a small cry escaped his lips.
Jesus, he should’ve taken that ride. It was taking way too long to walk only two blocks.
He had no gloves, no hat, only a coat that was a size too small for him. It definitely wasn’t helping that he’d stopped walking. He needed to move again. He could see his house in the distance.
If he’d just open his eyes…
He opened his eyes, only to see that his shadow had company under the streetlight.
Collin’s breath came faster as he entered panic mode, but his body was frozen to the spot.

Sharp teeth, sharp claws, hunger for flesh, oh, God, I’m going to die.

“There’s no werewolves in the North,” he choked out, but his words were not audible.
He told himself to scream, that someone who lived in one of these houses would come out and
help him, would come out and save him if he would just scream.
A hand settled on the top of his head, made a fist in his hair. Tears leaked from Collin’s
eyes and Collin allowed himself to think about how warm they were on his wind-kissed cheeks.
His heart was pumping, pumping, over-pumping. The hand—fist, clawed fist, werewolf
fist—guided his head to the left, exposing his neck. Collin sobbed. Only steps away, his porch
light was on. Waiting for him to come home. He’d never make it home. He’d never feel his
mother’s comforting arms around him again, never flick his sister in the ear as he ran out the
door, never, never, never.
He was going to die.
A voice in his ear, shushing his cries. “I’m sorry,” it said. So human sounding, and soft. A
wave of calm ran down Collin’s spine. This voice wouldn’t hurt him. “It’ll be quick, I promise.”
This voice would hurt him. Like a flash, the calm was gone, the familiar panic back. In
the cold night, his palms were sweating. “There’s no werewolves in the North,” Collin sobbed,
and once again his eyes squeezed shut.
“No,” the voice said. Male, distinctly male and… his age? “There isn’t.”
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Lips on his neck, where Nat’s had been only minutes before. Or was that a lifetime ago?
He couldn’t remember; he was stuck in this moment, terrified and frozen.
“I don’t want to die.”
Teeth on his neck. Sharp teeth, sharp teeth, sharp teeth. And then…
Collin’s eyes widened as the teeth pierced his skin, a quick and sharp pain. He could still
make out his porch light as his vision went hazy, the world’s edges blurring. He slumped, but
those hands that had gripped his hair held him up. Collin’s vision blacked out.
***
Gwyn hated feeding on children. It made him feel like the monster some claimed he was,
taking advantage of them just because he needed to eat. Usually, he went after drunks, those who
were stumbling out of bars. It was the easiest way; there was hardly any fight in their alcohol saturated bodies. Not like that boy, that sobbing boy no older than sixteen. Gwyn tried to calm him,
to speak with compulsion in his voice, but that boy was stubborn. He’d only eased after Gwyn
sank his teeth into his neck.
He stayed with the boy afterwards, using compulsion again, stronger now that he’d fed,
to make him forget the occurrence. He made sure that the wound closed and turned to bruising.
Gwyn hoped he had a girlfriend; it would look less suspicious. If not, he hoped the blanks in the
boy’s mind would shift and draw up some reasonable conclusion. A party, maybe? Teenagers
loved parties. Or were parties growing outdated? Gwyn could never keep up with human fads.
He’d stayed in the shadows, watching and making sure the boy got home safely. He was a
very giving and gracious vampire.
Unfortunately, the boy was the only option that night, as the cold kept most in their
houses. In fact, Gwyn had been about to give up and try again the following night. He could go a
few days without blood if he absolutely needed to, though he didn’t prefer to starve himself. He
had been wandering the streets in hopes that he wasn’t the only nomad that night when he saw
the boy. Gwyn’s first impression was that he must be cold, as his head was nearly entirely covered
by the collar of his coat.
His second impression was that the boy must be stupid, walking home alone at midnight.
No matter how small the town, there was always danger in the dark. That was when Gwyn fell
into step behind him.
Hours later, in the basement of an old, abandoned house, he lay on a pallet of blankets,
stolen blood warm in his belly. There were no windows in the basement, no risk of sunlight
catching him off guard. Tomorrow, when the sun went down, he would go out again. He’d explore, see what this tiny town had to offer. He was always enamored with small towns. They
made him think fondly of home, of that little Welsh farm he hadn’t seen in centuries.
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Outside, the sun was making its way up and over the horizon while birds sang their good
morning songs. Sprinklers came on to water the grass, newspapers were crookedly thrown at
doors.
Throughout the town, the residents of Greenview began their Sundays. Some put on
their best clothes, headed to church. Children ate sugary cereal in front of the television. Collin
Martin slept like the dead until 3:27 in the afternoon. Underground and surrounded by cement
walls,
Gwyndolyn Maddix slept as well.
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Grandma’s Story
Kelli O’Shea
She lies still in the hospital gown and quietly whispers, “He will take me tonight.” Her
life has been long lived, and she has prayed to die for many years now, but this night feels colder
and weaker than the others. The moment feels more numbing than when Grandfather passed. I
nod my head assuringly, as I can feel she has given up on the fight. With one gentle kiss to her
forehead, I ask softly, “One last bed time story, Grandma?” A single blink gives me the okay, so I
start.
“Once upon a time:” All good fairy tales seem to start this way and I know she needs a
good story for her passing. “There lived a young girl on a large farm with her mom, dad, sisters,
and chickens.” Cracking through her visual numbness, a smile awakes when she hears the word
“chickens”, because now she knows she is the young girl. My great grandma spent most her life on
that farm growing up and if there was anywhere I would want her to be again, it would be where I
would want to be again, with my mom. Perhaps that explains her dark prayers. “The chickens
were the young girl’s favorite thing on the farm, as she would spend many days making them mud
pies for her tea parties.” One tear trolls down her cheek as she focuses her eyes into mine. I am
surprised to see she is still smiling through the now steady tears. “This little girl snuck out late
one night to see her chickens. Wrapping up in her mommy’s warmest fur coat and clenching on
to daddy’s best light stick, she tiptoed out the front door.” I heard this story only once from her,
the night the foxes got her chickens. This time though, I want her story to be happily ever after
and for the chickens to live instead. Every person needs a little magic at least once in their lives.
“Once she was far enough away from the house, she turned on the light stick and sung
her favorite little melody.” I begin to sing to her, “In my heart there rings a melody. There rings a
melody…” My chorus turns to humming and her eyes close. She softly hums along and reaches
her frail hand into mine. Trembling, I feel my lips quiver through the hums and my hands shake.
Too scared to squeeze her hand, I gulp hard. She reassures me that everything will be okay as she
tightens her grip on me. “The little girl could sing the whole song before she made it to the chicken coops, since the farm was so big. She even took a moment to splash in the mud on the way, but
she had to be extra careful not to ruin Mommy’s fur coat.”
The room dissolves away from my consciousness and I slip my other hand into the grip
of her hand. After working at a nursing home for the terminally ill, I should be used to letting
go… I just really don’t want to let her go. My voice trails off, and I bite my tongue to avoid
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pleading with her to stay. I don’t want her to feel guilty or to stay another day because of my selfishness.
She must see this war in my eyes. “I love you… please don’t hate me for my decision. I
have outlived my parents and my siblings… my husband. Every day hurts and my time has
come.” I know my tears are selfish to wish for her to stay even just one more day. With all the
strength I can muster, I withdraw my glazed eyes and swallow my pain. I assure her that this is
not our decision and that I could never hate her. I will love her always. She continues to hold
tight and asks what happened to the little girl heading to the chicken coop.
Now I need the magic… “When she got closer to the coop, she heard the chickens
BUCUCK and rustle feathers! The commotion was so loud that she started to run towards the
chickens, letting the coat drag through the mud and leaves. Her light flickered across the path,
darting from side to side with her long strides. The chickens were in trouble!” Grandma holds eye
contact and keeps my hand clenched in hers. “From the light she could see inside the enclosure as
the big red fox lunged. At that very moment, the girl screamed to the fox to leave those chickens
alone. She now had the fox’s attention. As if the chickens were grateful they began to flap desperately towards her… almost as if they were telling her something… to run!” My fairy tale steals
the emotions from our teetering pain as we both seem in suspense. Even I am entranced by my
story. Our eyes hold no tears as she raises her eyebrows in wonder to what’s next. I know it takes
a lot for her to talk, so I try my best to read her body language. Another tinge of pain runs the
length of me as I think how painful it must’ve been for her to ask me not to be mad at her for
passing… I need to control my emotions better for her sake, at least.
“The fox dove from the cage to the girl and caught her fur coat. Fortunately, the little
girl slipped out of it and fled into the trees, leaving her light stick behind. One look back over her
shoulder illuminated the fox springing towards her. One spiraled twig slipped around her foot
and yanked her back to the ground, just in time as the fox leaped over her head. Grasping at a tree
root, she looked to the stars and called for help.” Here is where the magic happens. Magic is always there when you need it. “The brightest star shining in the night in her eyes slipped down
from the sky like a whimsical leaf to flaunt in front of her. It was her fairy godmother that came
just in time. The sparkle of light brightened the farm as far as her eye could see. With a sprinkle
and dust, the magical stuff scattered around the young girl. ‘This is a safety shroud’, the fairy giggled and smiled to the girl. ‘Nothing will harm you or could harm you as long as you have this
stuff still.’ So the little girl thanked her and scooped up some of the dust, while the fairy flew
back up to the skies. Instead of sprinkling the dust on herself or keeping it for herself, she spread
a third of it around her chickens in the coop, a third of it in her mommy’s jacket and the last part
into her daddy’s flashlight. The little girl always protected everyone else.”
Grandma’s smile grows ear to ear and she closes her eyes tightly. I snag the plush bird toy
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from the nightstand near her bed then hold it to her face. “The chickens BUCUCKED with gratitude all night to the little girl.” Her chuckle grows to a cough as she wraps her arms around the
stuffed animal. I remember how little I was when I gave the toy to her. It was one my favorite
toys. Any time I stayed at her house, I brought it over. One day I asked where her stuffed animal
was and she told me she didn’t have one. I remember her big smile as I handed her mine and told
her that they protect you at night so you must keep one at all times! Her hand pulses tight one
last time in mine and I kiss her forehead once again. “I will never be mad that you had to leave
Grandma, but I will look forward to when I get to see you again. I love you always.”
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nonfiction
“If a story is in you, it has got to come
out.”
William Faulkner
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Introduction
riverrun 2018 nonfiction narratives are accurate to events that actually
happened; they feel real. They provide readers with an intellectual or emotional response they can reflect upon or apply to their own lives. They are defined
by a level of personal truth and emotional vulnerability, and their willingness
to be honest with the audience. The events in the narrative reveal a relatable or
new perspective of the world and how life happens.
We believe the pieces we’ve selected reflect these traits:

“Purity Test” is a story that explores the reality of colorism in relation
to racial and personal identity. “Parallel Lines” reveals the romantic vulnerability and mathematical perspective of someone processing personal grief over
lost love. Finally, “White Boy Buns” interrogates violence from the perspective
of a teen put in a boy’s school, where he faces the consequences of his own
actions and familial identity.
We hope you enjoy this section of the riverrun journal.
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Parallel Lines
Hali’a K. Osorio
My physics teacher once told me that every object has its own gravity, but the pull of the
earth keeps us from feeling those other forces. I couldn’t help but think that he was wrong. You
had your own personal gravity, and I was the only object on earth that was caught up in your orbit. I knew when you were near. I could feel your pull from across the room, the day after graduation. It was the first time we spoke in months, but it felt like no time had passed at all. I didn’t
want to drive you home; I didn’t want you to leave. But you hugged me, and your touch felt like
stars exploding and planets colliding—supernovas swallowing my universe whole.
My algebra teacher once told me that parallel lines will never intersect. We studied equations where two slopes came within millimeters of each other but never dared to overlap. I
thought of you and me. I imagined us as infinitely stretching lines, plotted on the same course,
never meant to touch. How could those two lines that were so similar keep from meeting? There
were days where hundreds of messages flew between us, from Portland to Denver, and I thought
if we were just in the same city, the same state, the same time zone, that things would be different.
You felt like a missing piece of me, how could our lives keep from intersecting?
My chemistry teacher once told me that of all the naturally occurring metals, tungsten is
the strongest. It has the highest melting point in its purest form. Her lesson made me think of the
hardened steel walls around my heart, and all of the times you tried to destroy them. Maybe the
defenses I built up were made of tungsten instead. Your passion and anger not hot enough to
melt the fortified barricades, not even when you threw red roses and handwritten letters at them. I
wanted to let you in, you have to know that. I wanted to burn down the walls and drag you
through the ashes. But it felt like the only way to be whole was to destroy part of myself in the
process.
It’s easier to think of us, of what we could have been, in those terms. As objects attracted
to each other, or lines never destined to intersect, or the indestructible walls between us. Every
choice I made was dictated by an analytical head rather than a half-broken heart. I don’t blame
you for giving up; I don’t blame you for walking away. You deserve someone who didn’t try to
turn you into a math equation, giving up when the answer was too uncertain, or when it felt like
the risk outweighed the reward of having you. Maybe you were just meant to be a lesson, like all
of the others. I’ll never forget the melting point of tungsten, or the nature of parallel lines, or an
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object’s personal gravity. And I definitely won’t forget that last text you sent me. You were a
teaching moment wrapped up in brown skin and curly black hair. You were a lifeline when I was
drowning in a landlocked state. You were the equation I couldn’t solve and all the questions I
couldn’t answer.
My best friend once told me about the multiverse theory. An idea where there is a finite
and infinite number of universes where every possible scenario in human history has been played
out. Maybe there is a universe where you and I ended up together, one where parallel lines run on
top of each other.
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Purity Test
Michael Ferguson
In high school, they call you “The Cos,” after Bill Cosby. You don’t know how it spread
that you could do a decent an impersonation more than Jello and Pudding pops, but it did. Students would come up to you and say, “Do it,” and you’d know what they meant. You don’t particularly like the name, but since you spent most of your elementary and middle school years being made fun of for only wearing dirty sweatpants and t-shirts, for a smell that lingered on you
like a bad rumor, you took the impression over the insults. You wouldn’t figure out for years that
stench was originated from your home: the odor of dirt and years of cigarette smoke. Washing
your clothes only made you smell like wet trash instead of dry trash. Which was worse became a
philosophical argument you’d argue to with yourself while getting ready for school.
You also accepted the nickname because you failed the black test.
They came up to you: Joey, MJ, and Duane, each with a different kind of smile. None of
them comforting. Joey is the tallest, and by the way he peacocks around the school, assumes himself a leader. He wraps you up in a long, muscled arm like a magician’s trick. One moment you’re
heading toward history, trying to remember the events leading up to the Boston Tea Party, the
next you’re whisked away and heading toward the exits. You don’t go far. You’re taken outside to
the courtyard where there are tables for students to sit. It is one of the two lunch periods, so there
are students milling about in pairs and trios. It is the year The Matrix came out, so you also see
the occasional lone wolf wearing a long, black trench cloak as a coat of armor protecting them
from companionship. They sit you at an open bench, MJ and Duane on either side of you. Joey
stands in front of you, looking down. They hold you so you can’t move, and suddenly you fear
this is a moment you’ve unconsciously expected for years. You are not a violent person, but you
have lived with it long enough to sense its coming, like an old veteran with a bad knee who can
tell you when it’s about to rain.
“Who’s your favorite rapper?” Joey asks.
The tension escapes you in an audible sigh. Is that it? You don’t like rap much. You remember a time when you had money to buy a couple of CDs, and so you bought a Jewel CD, because her voice and lyrics feel like they share your sorrow. Listening to them is like picking at a
scab that’s almost healed. It hurts, but you can’t stop doing it. But since this feels like a test, you
lie. You say the first rapper that comes to mind.
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“2pac.”
They get Cheshire cat grins, and Joey nods to MJ.
“East or West?” Joey asks.
From their looks you can tell they have asked a question of great importance. The silence
weighs on you like the pause in a Shakespearean soliloquy. Your English teacher tells you to pay
attention not only to the words, but the space between them. Afterwards, you’ll play the events of
the morning over in your head looking for some clues you missed, trying to make sense of the
entire thing. You can feel the importance of the moment, but it will be years before you understand.
“This nigga don’t know,” Duane says. He has a gumby haircut. Something you think isn’t in style anymore. Duane is one of the only black students in the school with that particular
cut, but since he seems popular, you assume he knows better about hairstyles than you do.
“Black in skin only,” says MJ.
Joey holds up a hand and they fall silent. “Come on, Cos. East Coast or West Coast.
Which one?”
You look at each face, skin like yours and different. Darker on Duane and Joey. Lighter
on MJ. Everybody would call you black just by looking, but you’ve been through this type of test
before. Your freshman year, a black student told you that you talked white after you gave a
speech. You could feel your heart in your chest, feel your hands shaking, your legs trembling, and
thought you did something wrong while you were talking.
“What do you mean?”
“Like that,” he says, and looks at you with disdain, as if you said the moon would rise
red tomorrow and fairies would rule the land and steal all of the honey. He turns around as if he’s
explained everything and the conversation was over.
“West?” You say, a question. They all share a look of consternation.
“That was easy,” Joey said. “What about Nas?”
You shrug, the name isn’t familiar.
“Jay-Z,” MJ says.
They begin a litany of rappers and you recognize none of them. You begin guessing at
the barrage of names hoping that an answer will satisfy, hoping that they will stop. Each wrong
answer feels like a slap, as if they are emasculating you somehow, making you feel less black because you don’t know. You are taller than all of them, but you can feel yourself shrinking. Your
head turtles into your shoulders, your body withers until you feel as if you have lost two feet.
You are almost looking up at Duane and MJ on either side of you. Joey towers over you, blocking the sun, and the naming still continues, so many rappers, more than you thought existed. So
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many you think surely they are making some of them up.
And then it ends. And there is only the sound of the students in the courtyards, their
conversations carried on the wind, and of cars on the street. There is only a look of profound
disappointment. And somehow you feel it, like a sickness, it radiates in your gut. You want to be
rid of the feeling but you are unsure how to divest yourself of the feelings.
“How are you black and don’t know any rappers?” Joey asks.
“What do you listen to? Who’s your favorite?” Duane asks.
You say the first name that comes to mind even though it’s not true.
“Fresh Prince.”
They all look at each other and then burst into laughter. You think that you’ve told a
great joke, and you trickle your laughter into their torrent, but the sound dries up as soon as you
do.
“This nigga said Fresh Prince,” MJ says.
Duane shakes his head, Joey smiles.
“Nigga, how you supposed to be black and don’t know nothing about hip hop,” Joey
says. He accentuates each syllable with a clap. His head is tilted to the side as he speaks. He looks
so much like a bird that you want to laugh again, but the apparent severity of the conversation
still weighs on you.
“Whatever, man.” Joey says. Then he laughs, “Hey, do The Cos.”
Like a well-trained pet, you break into your routine. Except, it feels less like a trick this
time and more like a defensive mechanism. Like something you’ve honed to protect yourself.
Your weapon to keep predators at bay and to ingratiate them to you to avoid lasting damage.
They all get up and leave you. You’re the only people with black skin in the courtyard,
and they leave you alone to wonder where you belong, pondering your place. The white students
call you black, but the black students say you aren’t. You wonder if being black is as easy as answering some questions about rap that you’re not sure of, or if it is listening to rap at all
without knowledge of which coast an artist is from. MJ and Duane live in your apartment complex. Though you would not call them friends, all of their mothers talk in the communal areas of apartment complexes: the mailbox, the swimming pool, on the stairs leading to each
landing. You have heard each complain about waiting for the first for welfare checks, the no good
and good-for-nothing men in their lives.
You feel tears threatening behind your attempt at apathy. You know something has happened, something foundational in its meaning, but you haven’t the words or life experience to
find the meaning. You simply know something has changed, and your inability to say what that
might be is why you want to cry. At least, that’s what you tell yourself.
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White Boy Buns
Lee Derieux
“White Boy Buns,”
A few moments later, “White boy buns, I’m gonna get me some white boy buns” the
taunting continued. All night I listened and lay petrified. My roommates didn’t seem bothered,
they didn’t respond – at least they weren’t participating. As my body rose to near panic mode, I
wondered how I landed myself here.
The trouble with getting in trouble—is you always seem to find yourself in trouble. I
was angry at whoever and whatever. At fourteen, I knew how the world worked – everyone else
was wrong. How dare they interfere?
Interfere they did; I was a loose cannon. My mother tried very hard to get me out of
trouble and pleaded with me to rein myself in, but this only drove me further down the desolate
trail I saw as my life. While there was corporal punishment in the home, most of it abated when
my father left. However, mom occasionally got so frustrated she would fall into his routine. Her
weapon of choice, rather than my father’s belt, was the dreaded wooden spoon. Let me tell you
something – that little bastard stung.
I do not know exactly what I did that generated the turning point in me that told me I
was too big to accept being hit by my mother. Between that and her ire with me, my activities
came to a head one afternoon. Both she and I were angry and I was unable to express my frustration. My mother came at me yelling with her hand raised (no spoon). I held her at bay with my
hands at about her collar bone. My brothers and sister insist I was trying to choke her, but in
truth I just did not want to get hit. In order to not get hit and get out the doorway required
keeping her as far from me as possible, hence the hands. My mother hit me a few times as I got
past her; I believe I took one or two parting shots from my siblings also. I was on fire. I wanted
to lash out. I wanted to show my disapproval to the world. That if they didn’t want me the way I
was, then I didn’t want them. In that moment my family, who for all of our dysfunction was still
my family, I struck.
Shouting in rage, I punched out the windows in the house. I could hear my mother’s and
siblings’ pleading cries. Nothing could penetrate the wall of frustration, anger and sorrow.
I heard the sirens, those made it through.
I fled to my place of solace. My mother’s property was bordered in the back by the local
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cemetery. While this seems ghastly to some, it was always a place of peace and reflection. In my
mother’s words, “They were the only neighbors who never messed with us.” Physically, it was a
hilly area, grass covered with many trees – very peaceful. The stones and what lie beneath were
what bothered most people. Now was not a time for serenity, however; now was time for escape
and evasion – the hunter had become the hunted. I fled to an area behind the cemetery: a small
forested strip at its border – still close enough to the cemetery to invoke people’s discomfort, but
it had something the cemetery did not. I climbed a large tree and lay down on a branch, watching
the activity unfold across the cemetery. Unless someone climbed up, I would not be seen, and
from my vantage point, nobody would get close. As I kept watch, I calmed.
After the glow of dusk faded to dark over the trees, I climbed down and stealthily made
my way back toward my mother’s house, though there were no squad cars at the house I could
still see them patrolling the neighborhood. Even they avoided the cemetery after dark; I found
that amusing. I was not willing to chance it. After some time passed, my brother Michael (my
closest brother, at least in age), walked into the cemetery. He was alone, and I needed information. I made myself visible and he approached.
“You’re in trou-ble.”
“I know.”
“There is a detective in the house, you wont be allowed to come home.”
“No surprise, the group home didn’t work – what’re they thinkin’?”
“They won’t let us hear. They’re talking to mom in the kitchen. I snuck out.”
“Go back, I’m in trouble, you’re not.”
“I’ll come back if I hear something.”
“Don’t get in trouble.”
“I won’t. You hungry?”
“Nope.”
I watched my brother go back to the house and kept my surveillance from amongst the
tombstones. The serenity of the location continued to calm me.
I saw my brother returning. I let him know where I was and watched him approach, also
making sure he wasn’t followed.
“Detective is gone. They are going to take you away. Mom thinks you should let Officer
Woods take you in, it will be easier.”
This officer had helped my brother Michael and I avoid harsher punishments for our hijinks in the past. I knew what my brother was offering was likely the best alternative. Eventually I
would need food (which I could steal), and shelter (I could build a passable summer shelter), but
it was fall in New York – I would need heat and I was not sure where there were woods deep
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enough to keep a warming fire hidden.
Was I really thinking this through?
“When will Woods be here?”
“Mom has to call him.”
“So they know you are here.”
“Nah, Mom knew I could find you.”
I knew there was no smart way out of the situation I had placed myself in, besides, I
could always escape again, right?
“Tell mom to call him, and tell her I’m sorry.”
“You punched out all the windows. . .”
Yeah, Michael was right; there was no apology here. I had taken myself further than I
had ever gone before.
“I’ll tell her to make the call.”
As I watched him walk back toward the house, I realized I had changed my life on a
much grander scale than simply being a misbehaving teen or a dropout. I was now on a more serious version of the law enforcement’s radar.
My mother and the county allowed me to stay at my mother’s house as we awaited the
trial. I was to be sent to a “secure lockup,” not a jail, not a prison. The place was a school for
boys. Wiltwyck School for Boys, a place located a couple hours south of home. Depending on
my behavior, I might even be allowed to go home for holidays.
I was and had been a ward of the court now for some months, since before the group
home. My case worker picked me up at my mother’s house. My belongings were packed. My entire life fit in my “Official” Boy Scouts of America backpack (yes, believe it or not I had been a
Boy Scout), and a brown cardboard box. The box I had decorated in permanent black marker
with a lonely scene, the moonlight coming through the barren, leafless trees in the foreground. I
realized how insignificant I was.
My case worker took me to my dorm to meet the counselors who watched the population when they were not in school. The dorms were long, drab, brown brick buildings, split in the
middle on the inside. The middle of each side had a common bathroom, shower, laundry, and
councilor’s office. A long hallway divided the student dorms and ended with a tiny kitchenette
and common room with a television.
Could be worse.
“White Boy Buns!”
The call snapped me out of my reverie. This was my first night in Wiltwyck School fo
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Boys.
At some point that night I must have drifted off or at least dazed out. I was snapped
back into reality by being struck with a nerf basketball.
“Hey,” my roommate Sam called, “You gotta get ready for school, they gonna test ya to
figure out what class ya in.”
I started the morning routine, when I got to the shower my senses were incredibly heightened. I saw, heard, and smelled everything. As I came out of the shower, towel wrapped around
my waist, I felt someone too close behind me. I spun and was face to chest with a taller boy. He
smiled pleasantly and said in a semi-guttural, low and husky voice, “I’m gonna get me some white
boy buns.” I panicked. This was the voice that had taunted me throughout the night. I was essentially naked and in the middle of about a dozen young men. My mind was screaming at me,
where to run, who to hit, what to grab and use as a weapon. The larger boy continued smiling,
watching me, waiting for my response. He did not move in any threatening manner, he stared me
down and down at me as I stood there dripping wet. I suppose he was waiting for my panicked
response, but when my only reaction was to stare back up at him in response he grinned even
wider and chuckled, “You’re okay white boy.”

White boy?
Holy Shit!
Realization dawned on me. As we walked down to the dining facility for breakfast I observed. I was a white boy, and as far as I could see I was the white boy. It didn’t appear my unique
coloration was popular amongst my fellow students. The large Puerto Rican boy in the shower
(who would eventually become a friend) had explained my plight to me in two simple words:
white boy.
Never in my life had I thought about skin color before, especially as a way to separate
people. There were blacks, Hispanics, middle-eastern, and other people back home. I had never
seen anyone treated differently for their heritage. What was I missing? Why was this such a big
deal? What did my classmates know that I didn’t?
The classrooms were across a large courtyard from the dining facility. The courtyard itself was largely asphalt with some benches and a few basketball courts. On the way across the
courtyard from the dining facility to the classrooms, I was shoved from behind, slamming me
into the crowd before me. The mob spread out; I was surrounded. I was in the middle of a circle
of people, all of whom watched, and five or six of which seemed determined that I stay where I
was. If I moved, they moved.
“You kept our fathers in slavery!”
“ . . . I did what?”
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Another tormentor realized my confusion and enlightenment, “Your pops kept our pops
as slaves!”
These voices were angry. The anger grew both in the people keeping me confined, and in
the surrounding assemblage.
“I got nothin’ to do with that. I’m first generation American – my dad’s Puerto Rican.”
A collective gasp and growl made its way through the crowd. I had just pissed off the
remaining brown people. My words were not believed by anyone; as far as my heritage shows, my
mother’s Irish is what colors my skin – I am pale skinned.
The attack came. I had never fought more than one person before in my life, but I was
getting my first lesson. Overall, I’d say I fared well. There were a lot of bruises and blood but no
stitches. I don’t even know if I got in a successful attack. The important part to me was I stood
my ground—even if I was soaked with my own blood. My first visit to the infirmary went quickly and I was returned to class. Sam was in my class. He made his way toward me, making sure he
wasn’t being watched.
“Good that you fight, keep on.”
There were no further incidents that afternoon. I was glad; my body ached something
fierce. I had been hit many more times than I thought, and my ability to defend myself was certainly less than it was before my second incarceration. After dinner we returned to our cell block.
My fellow inmates had questions of me: my musical preferences, how far did I get through
school, where I was from, was my father really Puerto Rican—these were all popular questions.
The one that most sought was:
“What did you do to come here?”
I was not proud of having attacked my family, and I could tell that one’s family came
first to everyone in my cellblock, at least those that had family. They seemed to take the information in without too much thought. Lights out was announced for my second night.
The nightly taunting continued from the hallways, but the acceptance from my cellblock,
had me at ease with the taunting. I was not prepared for what happened next.
Lucien got up from his bed. He wasn’t wearing his boxers (how he had gone to bed last
night). Holding his dick in his hand, he crossed the room toward me, and said in all seriousness,
“I’m having me some white boy buns.”
I was off guard and only in my underwear. I jumped out of bed opposite the side Lucien
was on. He was still coming toward me, holding himself. I couldn’t escape, windows were sealed.
A heavy wooden chair was by the window; I could break the window. Lucien was too close. I
grabbed the chair and swung it with all the strength my injured body would allow.
Sam jumped out of bed screaming, “It was a joke!” and ran. I looked down at Lucien, a
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dark puddle reaching out from his head. I could feel the food I had eaten for a week demanding
its freedom.
The counselor ran in and slammed me against the window away from Lucien. On impact
the air was blasted from my lungs. Rather than tend to Lucien, the councilor approached me—to
strike again. I realized I hadn’t dropped what was left of the chair. I dropped it and held my
hands out open-palmed. I was taken into custody and moved to the infirmary. I could hear an
ambulance coming for Lucien wailing in the distance.
This would be my first night in solitary. Unbeknownst to me, I was not at the infirmary
for the damage that was done to me by the councilor. At this particular New York State Institution, solitary confinement was a room with Plexiglas viewing windows which afforded you no
privacy. It was located within the infirmary. I was forcibly stripped to my briefs by a few counselors and the night nurse, and put into solitary confinement. I would spend the next three days in
this room. After the first day I was told that Lucien was alright, which eased my greatest
worry. I now was concerned that when I was released, not only would I be defending myself for
being responsible for slavery, but I would have the additional charge of attempted manslaughter.
I was escorted to my cell and told I should probably not be very vocal for a few days.
Not be vocal? I had barely spoken since I had been placed in population. Lucien and Sam were
there, and Lucien looked pissed. He opened his mouth and closed it. Sam didn’t do or say anything.
“Sorry white boy, know this new to ya, thought it was funny.” Lucien smiled and
touched his head, which was thoroughly bandaged and winced.
“Don’ think no one is gonna try to take them white boy buns from ya anytime soon.”
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art
“Art speaks where words are unable to
explain.”
Mathiole
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Introduction
T.S. Eliot thought art was something that could be evaluated without
context—that is, purely from the enjoyment it creates within its audience. Friedrich Nietzsche believed art was a metaphor for the human experience in all of
its messy glory. Viktor Shklovsky claimed art was a way of re-experiencing the
world through the senses, of drawing the viewer out of the mundanities of life.
Art is a representation of the larger world. It connects human beings
without the necessity of language, expresses the beauty of the emotional intricacies of life, and has the ability to linger in the mind of the viewer. It focuses
on the artist’s creative expression, the ability to convey emotions and ideas, and
the effective use of media to capture beauty.
It is our belief the following works of art capture these dimensions in
various ways.
We hope they move you just as they did us.
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The Divide
Photograph by Nick Fallentine
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Voodoo Hearts
Mixed Media by Kelli O’Shea
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Shipwrecked
Photograph by Heather Hughes
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Let Boys Cry
Digital Painting by Sharon Kim
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Umbrella Girl
Photograph by Nick Fallentine
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Breaching Orca
Watercolor by Kim Cox
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Into The Open
Photograph by Heather Hughes
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You Are Small
Acrylic on Canvas Painting by Brittany Baugh
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Diptych I
Photograph by Deborah Schoen
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Foiled Lady
Foiled Print by Kristine Henrich
86

Kindred Spirit
Photograph by Heather Hughes
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